ABSTRACT


This research is aimed at getting the descriptions of Psychological The Main Character in Sandra Browns “Mirror Image” Novel. The problem of this research is: how is the psychological of the main character in Mirror Image Novel Sandra Brown?” The method of research is used descriptive qualitative method. The approach of this research is used psychological approach. The technique of collecting the data is look for the important data from the source, Reading the Novel, Read and understand literary theory and psychology approach. Examine the things contained in particular in the scope of the study on the personality character of Avery Danil's in the novel Mirror Image by Sandra Browns using the personality theory of psychoanalysis Sigmund Freud the id, ego and super ego. Finally, the result of this research shows that the struggle of a woman from Mirror Image Novel.

This Novel teach us how to be a better person by seeing the character’s attitudes in the Novel. Based on the discussion, descriptions the psychological of the main character personality by Avery Daniels.
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